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BarriAire™ Comfort Plus™ Face Mask with Adjustable Ear Elastic | Style No: 32001-00-167093

Materials: Heather gray 5.3 oz/yd² Comfort Plus™ (Lenzing FR®/Nomex®/Lycra with Silpure antimicrobial finish) rib knit quilted with 0.8 oz/yd² Nomex® Nano Flex.  
BarriAire™ quilted composite has over 96% particulate efficiency for particles 0.1 micron - 1.0 micron in size and has achieved a Viral Filtration Efficiency (VFE) rating
of 96.8% and a Bacterial Filtration Efficiency (BFE) Rating of 97.9% as conducted by Nelson Labs. The air permeability is 23 (the higher the number, the
more breathable).  

Features and Benefits:
    Exceptional particulate filtration while maintaining breathability
  
    Silpure antimicrobial finish prevents the proliferation of bacteria that can cause 
 odors - providing long lasting odor and freshness protection
  
    Adjustable Kevlar® covered elastic ear straps - 1 size fits most
   
    Comfort Plus™ knit binding around entire mask
  
    Flat stitched front seam, sewn with black Nomex® thread
  
    3D design with side pleats, minimizes fabric contact against nose and mouth
  
    Elasticized binding beneath chin allows universal fit for various head/neck 
 sizes, as well as forming an outstanding seal 
  
    Replaceable nose bridge tunneled inside Nomex® knit. Adjustable nose bridge
 creates tight seal for better protection and minimizes fogging of glasses
  
    Advanced moisture wicking for greater comfort 
   
    Contoured fit against face minimizes openings for better protection - low profile aids field of vision
  
    Exceptional wear life - can be machine washed and dried repeatedly 
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*BarriAire™ masks are not 
substitutes for N95 respirator masks*
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All rights reserved. Because of our ongoing commitment to product quality and development we reserve the right to change, cancel, discontinue or alter any specification, design or feature without prior notice and without incurring obligation. 


